Where the art of papermaking began

Tiziano Black and White Pads
Savoir-Faire is now introducing two Tiziano 9”x12” pads. To keep the offer simple – and in the current trend of
things – each pad contains 24 sheets of white and black paper respectively. The size is perfect for students and
artists alike, and it is very practical for any field art endeavor.
Named after the 16th century Italian painter Titian, Fabriano Tiziano is a very versatile acid-free paper, whose
internal and external sizing make it ideal for pastel, pencil and charcoal drawing, but also letterpress, light water
media and printmaking. Combined with the cotton content, the slower production speed produces a natural woven
texture and a hand reminiscent of handmade paper.
Fabriano Tiziano Pad 9”x12”, 160gsm 24 sheets White - 71-46423305

Fabriano Tiziano Pad 9”x12”, 160gsm 24 sheets Black - 71-46723305
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Where the art of papermaking began

Accademia & Tiziano Pochettes
Drawing paper pochettes are as much of a staple in French art student schoolbags as the pencil and
kneaded eraser in American’s. The loose sheets are included in a cover weight envelope, making their
use very convenient. They are also less bulky and heavy than pads.
Savoir-Faire is excited to introduce two pochettes from Fabriano.
The Accademia Pochette contains 12 sheets of the 225gsm acid-free white paper whose light texture
creates an ideal substrate for all drawing needs.
The Tiziano Pochette includes 12 assorted color of the 160gsm paper. Acid-free and versatile, Tiziano
is recommended by many art educators for all dry techniques, as well as pen & ink and light water
media, thanks to its subtle tooth and right balance of sizing.
Both feature the popular 91⁄2”x121⁄2” size and $9.95 MSRP.

Fabriano Accademia Pochette
91⁄2”x121⁄2”, 225gsm 12 sheets
71-65600481

Fabriano Tiziano Pochette
91⁄2”x121⁄2”, 160gsm 12 sheets
71-65600482
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